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[1] With a suitable example, explain following terms related to a control 

system. (a) Control Variable (b) Manipulated Variable (c) Plant(d) 

Process 

[2] State and explain conditions for a system to be a linearsystem. 

[3] Derive expressions of rise time and peak time for a second order under 

damped system excited by a unit stepinput. 

[4] From the block diagram in Figure 1, to obtain a transfer function C(S) / 

R(S) 
 

 
 

[5] ObtainthetransferfunctionY(s)/U(s)ofthesystemshowninFigure2.Thedisplacementinput is u(t). 
 

[6] Enlist limitations of Routh’s stabilitycriterion 

[7] consider the following characteristics equation and using routh’s stability criterion determine 

the range of K forstability. 

S4 +2S3+(4+K)S2+9S+25=0 
[8] For a second-order system with a sinusoidal transfer function, derive the expression of the 

resonantpeak. 

[9] Enlist steps for plotting rootlocus. 

[10] Explain frequency response specifications (1) Resonant peak (2) Band width (3) Resonant 
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frequency. Also write the equation ofeach 

[11] Assuming gain K to be positive, plot root loci for the system shown in Figure 5. Is system 

stable? 
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[12] Derive transfer function of room heating system with usualnotations 
[13] Draw the analogous electric circuit considering Force-Voltage analogy for the mechanical 

system shown in figure 1 where xi is the input displacement, x0 is the output displacement, y is 

the displacement of the spring, D1, D2 are the viscous damping coefficients and K1, K2 are the 

compliances of the springs. Also obtain the transfer function for this mechanicalsystem 

 

 
[14] Derive unit-step response for first-order control system. Discuss salient features of the 

response curve and error curve with a neatsketch 

[15] Determine the transfer function by the Mason’s Gain formula for the Signal Flow Graph 

shown in figure3 

[16] Derive unit impulse response for a generalized second order system for underdamped, 

critically damped and overdamped cases with usual notations. Also derive the relation of 

maximum overshoot (for underdampedcase). 

[17] Explain the terms Gain Margin and Phase Margin related to Frequency response analysis of 

ControlSystems. 

[18] Explaintheconceptofstateusedinmodern controltheoryandbrieflyexplainthestatespace 

representation of Mechanicalsystem 

[19] Discuss the advantages of State Space analysis over Classical Technique used for control 

systems analysis. Also explain the state space representation of second order differentialequation 

[20] Briefly discuss performance specifications of frequency response analysis for linear controls 

systems 

[21] DerivetheAnalogousrelationshipbetweenMechanicalandElectricalsystembasedonForce- 

Current analogy 

[22] ObtainDifferentialEquationforthemechanicalsystemshowninfigure.Alsoobtainanalogus 

circuit using Force-Voltageanalogy 
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[23] Discuss the effect of time constant on 1storder system response for unit stepinput 

[24] Discuss the effect of damping on the position of closed loop poles of the 2nd order system 

withdiagram 

[25] Drawgeneralizedunitstepresponsefor2ndordersystemanddefinefollowing:Risetime, 

Delay time, Settling time 

[26] A close loop system is characterized by the following transfer function,s4+5s3+5s2+4s+K=0. 

Determine the range of K for which the system isstable. 

[27] State the advantages of state-space representation over conventional control system analysis 

method. 

[28] Explain the following terms: (i) State (ii) State variables (iii) State-space (iv) state transition 

matrix. 

[29] For an RLC circuit, Derive the statemodel. 

[30] Differentiate between open loop and close loop controlsystems. 

[31] Discuss about the requirements of good controlsystem 

[32] DerivetheanalogousrelationshipbetweenMechanicalandElectricalsystemsbasedonForce- 

Voltageanalogy. 

[33] Obtain the transient response of first order system subjected to unity step input. Also draw 

the response curve of the same explaining the termsinvolved 

[34] Discuss the effect of time constant on first order system response for unit stepinput 

[35] Explain the effect on steady state error when a step input applied to Type 0systems. 

[36] Define following terms in context with the transient response specifications of second order 

system using neatsketch: 

Delay time, Rise time, Peak time, Maximum overshoot, settling time 

[37] Explain the ramp input mathematically andgraphically 
[38] Check stability of the system whose characteristics equation is given as by using Hurwitz 

criterion. S3 +8S2 +14S +24=0 

[39] WhatdoyoumeanbyFrequencyResponseanalysis?Whatarethemethodsusedinfrequency 

response analysis? Also state the advantages of the frequency responseanalysis 


